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LEGAL NOTICE 

This book was prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Govern
ment nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or im
plied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility 
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 
any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein 
to any specific commercial product, process, or 
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, 
or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favor
ing by the United States Government or any agency 
thereof. The views and opinions of authors ex
pressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect 
those of the United States Government or any 
agency thereof. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is an equal opportunity employer. 
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Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
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The purpose of this note is to record as much of the pertinent information 
concerning the design and fabrication of the High Voltage Membrane (H.V.Mb) 
as memory and time permits. 

Dra\'ling numbers pertinent to this work are: 

19C8666 High Voltage Membrane, Plane Assembly 

20C17l6 High Voltage r'1embrane, Hex Ring North. 

20Cl726 High Voltage Membrane, Hex Ring South. 

20C1736 High Voltage ~lembrane , Inner Ring. 

20C1746 High Voltage Membrane, Outer Ring. 

20C2986 Membrane Fixture Table Assembly. 

20C4253 Membrane Construction Fixture Aligning Bar. 

In addition there is a loose leaf notebook which contains notes and 
photographs which is labeled "lith High Voltage ~lembrane (TPC) and with this 
Engineering Note number. It wi 11 be kept by the author or in the Print 
Room. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW: 

The T.P.C. High Voltage Membrane was originally designed to use a .005 
'PeCap' Polyester Mono Filiment fabric refer; to Engineering Note M5265C, 
by Fred Jensen. A film of titanium \ias vapor deposited to form a con
ductive coating. A membrane (referred to as the PeCap Mb) was made this 
way but never used. See the references notebook with the photos dated from 
8/5/80 to 9/26/80. At just about the time the finishing touches were 
bei n9 made tests conducted by A 11 an Bross demonstrated that the vapor 
depos ited coati ng coul d not withstand the poss; b 1 e surge currents duri ng 
a sparkdown. A mad push was started to find a substitute material. 

The only metal screen that could be obtained wide enough (87 11
) and in time 

was .0l3 thick. Another membrane (2nd) was assembled and used during the 
high voltage tests in Bldg. 6, during early 1981. 

Meanwhile a search continued for SST screen closer to the original .005 11 

thickness and wide enough, or for a satisfactory method of joining h/o 
narrower widths. None of the methods attempted to join sections together 
looked good. t~e tried, or had outside firms try soldering (various types), 
welding including laser welding and sewing. The sewing actually looked the 
most promising, but all these efforts v.Jere dropped when our Japanese col
laborators (through Dr. Kamae) came to the resue and provided us with 
nominally .0056 11 thick SST screen-at NO cost to us. The next best quote 
vias over $10,000 and 8-10 months delivery. (See Ref. Notebook for de
tailed information.) 

A third membrane was assembled with this screen and placed into the field 
cages and shipped to SLAC on 5/27/81. The second membrane (.013 screen) is 
stored in Bldg. 901 in Bay/Row 741 (Tag No. 26979). 

PROBLEMS AND SOLUCTIONS: 

1 st (PeCap) Membrane: Fred Perry wa sin charge of all the deta il 
deSign, fabrication and assembly of the 1st (PeCap) membrane. There 
were no major problems encountered or noted until after the mesh was 
cut loose. Then measurements (8/20/80) showed that the outer ring 
varied in diameter by almost ± .090 from nominal. This was caused by 
unequal tension during stretching. A test (8/25/80) shov/ed that it 
would be impractical to true up by applying force. Since the devi
ation was so large that the mounting screws would not fit; it was 
decided to move the cups (which the mounting screws recess into) 
to their correct location. This was done, see notes of 9/26/80, but 
it was very time consuming. It was just as this vias being comp1eted 
that it was 1earned that the 'PeCap' membrane would not withstand a 
• sparkdown'. 
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2nd (.013 SST) Membrane: Refer to the reference notebook, notes and 
photos from 10-07 to 11-26-80. Fred Perry located SST screen .013" 
thick and 90" wide from Multi-Metal Inc., 501 RT 303, Tappan, N. Y. 
10983. This arrived and upon inspection was found to (a) be very 
dirty (oil and grit), (b) to have numerous areas of small indentations 
(up to .025"). 

Cleaning: Several small samples were cleaned very successfully 
by our shop (Al Harcourt). The problem was that neither LBL or 
LLL had large enough tanks. After searching for outside firms 
Jim Davey found one (Proto-Metals, 1565 Old Country Rd., Belmont) 
with tanks that would take the screen in a roll. A P.O. #1482306 
was written, and Fred Perry went there on a Saturday, hel ped and 
supervised. The result was fair but not nearly as good as it 
could have been if the screen were stretched flat and cleaned. 

Force required to remove indentations: Several samples were 
tested on a tensile tester in Bldg. 62, to determine primarily how 
much force was required to straighten out kinks. Force was 
applied one way only which clouds the results and the 'kinks' 
were artifically made: Also, it was difficult to measure with 
any preci seness how much of the kink ~/as removed at a gi ven 
tension. With all the doubts the results were that it required 
about 30,000 psi to straighten the screen out to less than .004". 
The ultimate strength checked out between 90,000 and 100,000 as 
expected and the yield while not calculated is about 35,000. The 
30,000 psi converts to 66 lbs/linear inch. 

A fast check on the strength of the ring indicated that the critical load 
for unstability was about 18 lbs/liner inch or only 27% of that required. 
See notes of 10-14-80. Formula used from: "Formulas for Stress and Strain 
5th Ed," Roark & Young, pg 554 Ex. 12. One pro61em was in trying to find a 
value of Possions ratio for Nema G-10. It vias agreed that Vie would try to 
stretch to about 75% of the critical load. TIle next problem was how to 
measure. We could find no instrument available to measure it directly 
(1 ater we purchased one) so ~,e attempted to turn the screv,s in the frame 
v/ith a set torgue. The problem is the unknown friction (see notes of 
11-10-80 & 11-11-80). The appropriate value per Design Data Sheet #48 
\'/ould have been about 4.5 in-lbs per screw. At this value the screen 
appeared loose in places and it just didn't appear to be enough so I 
increased the torgue to 10 in-lbs. per screw. The assembly was completed 
and our \'lOrse fears came true -- the outer ring acted like a potato chip. 
The ring would spring up by over 1 inch. 

When held flat the outer ring showed variations of about .008" in flatness 
and the sc'reen about .005" except for kinks which varied by + or - .015 
from the good areas. There was, also', trouble Vlith the stretching frame not 
being rigid enough and with the screen tearing. Its obvious that .013 SST 
screen is TOO strong for the rings as designed and for the stretching frame 
even if the-5creen were free of indentations _(kinks) initially. Finishing 
all the electrical connections, etc., was difficult and time consuming, but 
won't be detailed here (at this time). 
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3rd (.0058 SST) Membrane: The screen from Japan was oilly and had a 
number of broken wires. We attempted to clean it in our shop one end 
at a time, but while it removed the oil it left stains. The more 
serious pl aces where \IIi res had broken were covered with al umi num 
foil epoxied down -, just 1 ike the radi ation sources. 

We reused the frames (rings) used for the 1st membrane. It was relatively 
easy to remove the IPrecapl and clean the surfaces. (It might be much 
harder to reuse one with SST screen.) The only problem was that this was 
the one we had moved most of the mounting locations -- we ended up moving 
them back (which was easier). 

The stretching was done in the same frame as before. A special tension 
meter 'SERIMETER' that we purchased was used to monitor the actual tension. 
Obtaining equal tension was very difficult. We ended up with tension 
readings between 40 & 50 which corresponses to 12 to 15 thousand psi and 
about 9 to 11 lbs per linear inch. (Which is well under the estimated 
critical value of 18.) The dial readings are non linear - see reference 
notebook. The problem with using the meter is that it quickly shows uneven 
tension. It was not possible to obtain even tension by adjusting the 
screws. Dowell pins (about l-inch long) ",ere used in place of the rod to 
hold the screen in the groove. By selectively pushing dovm on these the 
values quoted above were acheived, but Bill Baldock spent most all of 
one day adjusting the tension. The meter readings dropped to 22 to 44 
after the screen was cut loose. 

The flatness was measured and found to be within the desired + .004 when 
weights were placed at the mounting locations. It certainly was much 
better than the 2nd (.013) one. There was a variation in 0.0. of + .023 
and - .027 from the nominal which is again better than previous but not as 
good as desirable for locating the radiation sources. Scribe marks had been 
located on the rings when they were machined. Holt/ever, in addition to the 
distortion due to the stretching the scribe marks were specified wrong on 
the small radius hex rings. In the end we had a separate fixture made. 
Refer to a memo dated 3-5-80 from Pier Oddone and P. Nemethy to Dale 
Nesbitt subject, "Scribe Marks on the Midpl ane Mesh Support Frames", for 
the specified location. 

Garth Smith and Pier Oddone actually placed on the sources using a special 
table (No. Owg. #) designed and built for the purpose. Before remaking see 
conclusions and recommendations and confer with P. Oddone and G: Smith. 

Our last problem was to bring the leakage current down to the desired level 
of less than .2 x 10-7 amps at 2000 volts. We cleaned and cleaned and 
finally removed some of the copper jumpers from side to side, etc., and 
finally reached the goal without being sure what the problem(s) were. Much 
more attention needs to be given to having all the parts really clean at 
each stage. Testing for leakage current at each step should help. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations: 

The basic conclusion is that a membrane can be built i~'this manner which 
will be flat within + .004, but it is neither easy or inexpensive. 

If a replacement had to be made I recommend that: 

1) The needs for the radiation sources be considered. It might be 
better to leave all scribe lines off and make one fixture for 
linning up all sources (which could be made to ± .002 on the 
G & L). 

2) Obtaining screen would be the hardest, certainly nothing thinner 
than .0028 nor thicker than about .0035 wire should be used. 
If the suppl i er can or \./i 11 not provide it cl ean then SPECIAL 
tank(s) should be built to clean the screen while stretched (can 
be lightly streatched over a fixed frame-SST). (Also, check 
facilities at SLAC). 

3) The holes for the mounting cups should be machined after the 
screen has been stretched and cut. 

4) Pay very close attention to cleaning at each step (easier than 
trying to find the reason after assembly for high leakage). 

If a new design or major redesign is being considered then additional 
consideration can be given to the strength and stability of the rings and 
alternately ways to. make a membrane in 'sectors' so that 48" (or possible 
60") material v/hich is readily available (quite inexpensive) could be 
used. I feel that a reasonable compromise on wire diameter would be 
between .0035 and .005, which is too strong for the present rings, but 
would be less likely to have trouble with broken wires etc. 
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